CAROL CORCARON

Saturday evening April 6th the Carol Car & Camera Club will have its first meet at 305 Sol St. to see "That'sDive-
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Good how that you been here already. I hope that you will be able to come over and see us again. It was a great pleasure meeting you. I hope you will enjoy your trip.

THAT'S SHOW Biz!

Also this time around, the ultimate review has returned to San Francisco. Mr. Vigil, working for Zeller Production, has once again decided to present a special feature on the American showgirl and the Zebra. The Zebra is a special feature on the American showgirl and the Zebra. The Zebra is a special feature on the American showgirl and the Zebra. The Zebra is a special feature on the American showgirl and the Zebra. The Zebra is a special feature on the American showgirl and the Zebra. The Zebra is a special feature on the American showgirl and the Zebra.

GENE ARCERI

Although I did find out the student who was responsible for the mix-up, I still don't understand how such a mistake could have happened. The backshoot music in the party sequence was from the Broadway production of "Oklahoma!" and it was a beautiful autographed photo. I feel that my all time favorite actress. Our relationship is not the same since that day, but I still try to keep in touch with her from time to time. I hope that you will be able to see this lovely woman in action. She is a very special person to me.
HELD AND GREETINGS TO EVERYONE!

We're not exactly sure what day it is, but the sun is shining and we're celebrating! We have a great idea for the next event... Right, Zane?

MARKET IN 3D

Three-dimensional art was on display at the recent Market-in-3D event. And while at the Round-Up, we had a chance to speak with some of the artists and learn more about their work.

A WORD OF CAUTION

Be careful when investing in art. It's important to do your research and make sure you are getting a good deal. Also, be aware of any potential fraud.

We're excited to announce that the first issue of the new KALENDAR will be published in the next issue. We've added a new feature called "MECCA" that will highlight interesting businesses and events in the city.

WORD OF MOUTH

Danny Clancy

LEADING YOU TO THE RIGHT PHYSICIAN

When you need medical care, it's important to find a doctor that is right for you. Danny Clancy shares his thoughts on how to choose the best doctor for your needs.

WANTED: GOOD DORKS OF OLD

Choosing the right type of music can make or break a榆好night. Danny Clancy gives his recommendations for the best of the oldies.

*SALE* THE SHED

The Shed is a popular spot for DIY and craft enthusiasts. Danny Clancy shares his thoughts on why it's the perfect place for your next project.

CROSSING IN MY PATH

By Sandy

Sandy's writing explores the idea of crossing paths with others in unexpected ways. She shares her thoughts on how these encounters shape our lives.
Peggy King have a black eye due to Friday takes vitamin A for his all the new officers. Dinner, speeches hysterically, "No", Mr. Wayne Corral Award to the staff of the Nickelodeon booklet with eyelashes Have you seen Tosh on the cover of the Emporium. "Come Ken Leetzow, who in my book are clean"Buttons from 4th St??? , . . . in tow with his hairy chest exposed for roughness . . . The image doing well . . , Who woke rear for your injection . . . You do not need to be w ith, thank you for the member-
There's no need to whip it or beat it. Whipping and beating only adheres to the inside of the shells. Simplicity itself. Alter your morning facial you can get! To use it is the cheapest and most easily obtainable. The only oil which can be proved to provide the most healthy benefits is the oatmeal. The oils of the oatmeal are soothing to the skin and better than any commercial bath oil.

Legend has it that Cleopatra used a facial masque composed of a mixture of honey and clay to keep her skin soft and free of blemishes. It is said that she would use a teabag in the tub. The natural oils in the teabag would help to soften the skin and clear the eyes.

Many people spend considerable amounts of money on various types of facial products, such as creams, lotions, and masks. However, one of the simplest and most effective ways to improve the appearance of your skin is to use a mixture of honey and clay, which is said to have been used by Cleopatra. To use this mixture, simply mix equal parts of honey and clay and apply it to your face. Leave it on for at least 20 minutes or until it has dried completely. Then, rinse it off with warm water.

If you have very dry or sensitive skin, you may want to try a simpler mixture of honey and water. Simply mix equal parts of honey and water and apply it to your face. Leave it on for 10 minutes and then rinse it off with warm water.

For those with oily or acne-prone skin, a mixture of honey and lemon juice may be more effective. Mix equal parts of honey and lemon juice and apply it to your face. Leave it on for 10 minutes and then rinse it off with warm water.

The benefits of using a mixture of honey and clay or other natural products for facial care are well documented. These products help to draw out impurities from the skin and can also help to create a healthy glow.

When you first get up in the morning, splashing some refrigerated witch hazel on your face and then patting it liberally with the glycerine and rosewater will help to keep your skin soft and clear. Try pinching the sides of your nose and see if it doesn't wake you up and bring a nippy glow to your cheeks and clear your eyes.

To help rid yourself of creases, lines etc. stretch your face tightly between two fingers, and when your face is taut, you cut the layer of skin which is above the area of your mouth. There is a strong tightening effect all over the skin, with lines and creases that can be noticed between the nose and the mouth and on the cheeks. Make sure that you are very careful to avoid any cutting of your skin.

If you have any feedback to any of this, let Steve of Apollo's Gym know. His phone number is 620-4692. You can contact him via the Country Boy Contest studded with this a.m. thing?
Dear Pat,

DEAR PAT: I am a sherree, good person who would like to have a home. I have a good job and I think I'd like to share with.

I am not gay, I am of average height, and I have no chains. I'm a little overweight and she's wrong with me.

How do I react?

Dear "How", You have a lot to offer. Judging from what you say. Only problem is, you may not know.)

I am not ugly, I am of average height, atxi before. If you would reject me he would keep you waiting for

Finally it happened, I got it for something. People would give him up on C.D.. 1 agree. They wanted to go to the Sidecar that they pulled
gives me the buff. If I said my I. D. I was gonna say I'd give him up on C.D.. 1 agree. They wanted to go to the Sidecar that they pulled
gives me the buff. If I said my I. D. I was gonna say I'd give him up on C.D.. 1 agree. They wanted to go to the Sidecar that they pulled
gives me the buff. If I said my I. D. I was gonna say I'd give him up on C.D.. 1 agree. They wanted to go to the Sidecar that they pulled
UNTIL NEW MANAGEMENT....
but the SAME POLICY

YOUR ROYAL TRIO @ BARTENDERS

Grand Duchess Rose Buckley
Marquis Danny LeGolden Gate
Marchesa Perry LeGolden Gate

Social Director
EMPERESS FRIEDA IX

MARVIN AT THE ORGAN FRIDAY-SUNDAY

THE APOLLO
HEALTH CLUB

851 O'Farrell 474-0776

OPEN 11AM-1AM

Get Ready For The Summer!

THE APOLLO
HEALTH CLUB

851 O'Farrell 474-0776

OPEN 11AM-1AM

CONTEST TO ELECT
MR. & MISS. POLK ST. 75
$100 PRIZE
WEDNESDAY APRIL 23, 8:30 PM
1345 POLK STREET, 441-843
THE ULTIMATE SOUND
AND DANCE FLOOR

Your opinions are important to us.
We value your input.

Please feel free to comment on this article.

Thank you for your time.

The official view of this publication includes the opinions of the KALANDAR. Publication of the same or photographs of any portion of this publication in other publications does not necessarily represent the opinions of KALANDAR. Publication of the same or photographs of any portion of this publication will not be covered by any copyright or licensing agreement. The editorial writer should be notified in advance of any publication of the same or photographs of any portion of this publication.

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT THAT 4:30 PM
WILL DRINK AS - HOW D'OU'VE

under new management ....
but the same policy

Your Royal trio @ Bartenders

Grand Duchess Rose Buckley
Marquis Danny LeGolden Gate
Marchesa Perry LeGolden Gate

Social Director
Empress Frieda IX

Marvin at the Organ Friday-Sunday

The Apollo
Health Club

851 O'Farrell 474-0776

Open 11am-1am

Get Ready For The Summer!

The Apollo
Health Club

851 O'Farrell 474-0776

Open 11am-1am

CONTEST TO ELECT
Mr. & Miss. Polk St. 75
$100 Prize
Wednesday April 23, 8:30 PM
1345 Polk Street, 441-843
The Ultimate Sound
And Dance Floor

Your opinions are important to us.
We value your input.

Please feel free to comment on this article.

Thank you for your time.

The official view of this publication includes the opinions of the KALANDAR. Publication of the same or photographs of any portion of this publication in other publications does not necessarily represent the opinions of KALANDAR. Publication of the same or photographs of any portion of this publication will not be covered by any copyright or licensing agreement. The editorial writer should be notified in advance of any publication of the same or photographs of any portion of this publication.
Nimo Productions
Present
"BECAUSE WE CARE"
Show And Auction
For
Carol Lynn
Wednesday April 9th 8:30 Till ?

Entertainers & Auctioneers

Marcus J Dixon (Polk St. Sally)
Bob Cramer III Chuck Wallz
Kimie Mike Caringi
Lourdes Lovelee Fiane
Bob Ross Ralph Gibson (Mr. Groovy Guy)
Jane Tanya (S.F. Royal Sally)
H. L. Perry Steve Edwards (Mr. Acme Beach)
Tony Tangi Dupree (Snake Dancer)
Lee Raymond Herri Lellou
Neomi Doug McDonald
Le Kahun
Hector
Sweet Lips
Randy Johnson
Fat Paty
Relax IV
Mark Calloun
Pat Osborne (Mr. Gay S. F.)
Tammy Lynn (Miss Gay San Francisco)

In "Prisoner of Second Avenue," to the above riddle, which captures the essence of the film, the sets beautifully received, the props handsomely painted, the actors well cast, and the direction sound. The audience is left with a feeling of warmth and satisfaction as they bid farewell to the characters. The film is a warm-hearted, well-crafted slice of life that leaves a lasting impression on the viewers.

One of the stars of the new Toby Ross film "Reflection of Youth" now on the screen.

PUBLIC NOTICE:
Sutro Bath House
312 Valencia
San Francisco, California 94103

NEW AND VARIED POLICY TO BETTER SERVE ALL SEXES.

1. WED. & THURS. 6 pm to 9 pm Single Women
2. WED. & THURS. 9 pm to 12 am Private Sauna Club for Couples
3. FRI., SAT., SUN., MON. 24 hrs. Single Men
4. BUDDY DAYS are still Mon. & Tues.

SINGLE MEN WILL BE ADMITTED AFTER MIDNIGHT WED. & THURS.
PHONE 861-9111 FOR DETAILS ABOUT PRIVATE SAUNA CLUB FOR COUPLES

16
CONTEST is May 23rd. GAY CALIFORNIA/MISS GAY CALIFORNIA details later); MR. CIRCUS-CIRCUS MISS COWGIRL CONTEST; tent for all underprivileged others...all for underprivileged Easter Bunny call her at 771-2670.

be careful about your health, stay high, and for those of you who don't understand LOVE, continue hating.

why not? it'll be a hoot!

Lee Raymond is sponsoring an Birthday Greetings to: Chuck.
THE 2nd ANNUAL

MISTER LEVI CONTEST'
# SOUNDS
DANCING TO A COMPLETELY SURROUNDING SOUND SYSTEM

SHOW
- A LEVI REVIEW DANCE
- LIGHT SHOW
- AWARDS - MR. LEVI $500

proceeds to go to
Operation Concern & S.I.R. Center

Tickets are $3.50 in blocks of 12 or more until May 16
$4.50 pre-sales
$5.50 at the door